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Abstract
This thesis describes the design and fabrication of a novel direct-conversion X-ray
detector based on Mo/a-Si:H Schottky diodes. The choice of Mo as a Schotw contact
follows from its low stress, temperature stability, and relatively large X-ray absorption.
Furthemore, it is compatiblewith the standard hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H)
thin film transistor ( T m technology. Here, the TFTs are intended for use as switching

elements in large area imaging applications.
Investigations of device stability at low bias suggest that the time dependent variations of reverse current can be attributed to the release of trapped charge in the amorphous
material. Here, the instabilities in reverse current d u h g X-ray detection is limited to less
than 2.5%. Various experimental studies of noise characteristics in Mo/a-Si:H Schottky
diodes show that Bicker noise dominates at low frequencies, where the detectors are ex-

pected to be operated. Here, the noise current power spectral density has a quadratic
dependence on reverse current.
X-ray sensitivity experiments, performed in a medicai environment for a wide range
of X-ray energies (40 to 100 W p ) ,show a linear respoase of the detector with respect to
the number of absorbed X-ray photons. Analysis shows that detector sensitivity reaches

its maximum for a Mo layer thickness of around 500 nm at 60 N p . The impact of other
geometric and bias conditions on the detector perfomance has also k e n studied.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
X-rays were first discovered in 1895 by German physicist, W. K. Roentgen. Later, in

the sarne year, he used a photographie film to capture an image of his wife's hand, the
first X-ray image. Shortly after this discovery, X-ray technology found its way into
hospitals al1 around the world. During the past century, there have been many studies
which constructed Our knowledge of production. interaction, and applications of X-rays

in different areas. Radiology is a product of these studies. meeting the ever increasing
demand for X-rays in medical applications, including diagnostics and treatment Today,
we use X-rays not only for medicd imaging but also for industrial, security, and purely

scientific purposes.

1.1

X-ray Radiation

X-rays, formed frorn electromagnetic radiation, can be emitted when atomic electrons
change their atomic energy levels (fluorescence). X-rays can aiso be produced when
energetic free electrons travel near a nucleus (Bremsstrahlung). Often X-rays are cate-

gorized by their energy ranges Il]:
O. 1-20 keV

1244.62 A

Low-energy or soft X-rays

A Diagnostic-range X-rays
120-300 keV
0.1-0.04 A Otthovoltage X-rays
300 keV- 1 MeV 0.04-0.01 A Intermediate-eaergyX-rays
20- 120 keV

0.62-0.1

1MeVupwards 0.01-A

Megavoltage X-rays.

X-ray photons are energetic and can penetrate deep within the material; their attenuation is greater in denser regions of the medium. The intensity distribution of X-rays
after they pass through the medium, can reveal density variations in the material.

1.2 Conventional Methods for X-ray Irnaging
Several methods have been developed to capture the information gathered by X-rays.
Film, the first and the easiest method to capture X-ray intensity distributions, has seen
tremendous sensitivity improvements over the past century. In modem applications, Xrays are converted to visible light using a phosphor material (such as GdzOzS,LaOBr,

or &O&

: Tb), and the generated image is then captured on photographic film.

Despite the advantages of the photographic method, there are several disadvantages:
a Storage and retrîeval of information
a Limitations in image processing

a Difficulties in tramferring information
a

Chernical waste problems associated with the development of films

Lack of real-time imaging capabilîties.
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X-rays

Fluorescent Screen
X-ray

-

* *

Viible Light

Photocathode
Electron Emissive

Fluoresent Screen
Electrons -Visible

Light

Figure 1.1: Schematic of an image intensifier.
Another widely used method for the X-ray imaging is based on image-intensifier
tubes (Fig. 1.1). They can be integrated with a CCD camera. This combination ailows
for the real-time X-ray image sensing (fluoroscopy) that is essentiai for medical surgery
applications. However, the problems associated with this method are:
0

Bulky size of tubes
Maintenance and high voltage requirements

0

Relatively low quality images

0

Significant capital and maintenance costs.

1.3 Motivation
Many of the issues attributed to the conventional X-ray imaging methods can be over-

corne with large area semiconductor X-ray image sensor arrays. These sensors offer the
convenience of integration with extemai electronics, while providing capabiiities, such as
real time imaging, image processing, information storage, and retrieval. Moreover, these
sensors can facilitate the transfer of information, which is highly desirable for remote
diagnosis and treatment.
A semiconductor detector suitable for this purpose must have a high resistance to

radiation damage. Additionally, the underlying fabrication technology must provide a
large area deposition capability, such requirements are often not met by conventional
crystalline semiconductor technologies.
Recent developments in large area Bat panel active matrix liquid crystai displays

(AMLCDs) have lead to development of a new technology based on hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H). Indeed, the a-Si:H technology also offers a suitable platform for
medical X-ray imaging. This mainly stems from a-Si:H capability for large area electronics [2,3] and its resistance to radiation damage [4].

1.4

Other Detection Schemes

The potential applications of large area semiconductor X-ray image sensor arrays have
generated a growing interest in this field. Detection schemes for medical X-rays, reported
hitherto, are based on
0

Direct detcction methods, where the X-ray photon energy is directly converted into

an eleceicai signai

X-rays

-

Visible light

--

q
Figure 1.2: X-ray image sensor proposed by XEROX,based on combination of a phosphor layer and an a-Si:H image sensor.
Indirect detection methods, where the X-ray photon energy is converted into visible
light first by a phosphor layer and, subsequently, is senseci by photodetectors (Fig.
1.2).

Since 1985, there have been a number of reports on the fabrication and testing of Xray imaging anays [S. 6,4.7,8,9, 10, 1 1, 12, 13,141, most of which rely on the indirect
detection mechanism. The efficiency of indirect detection is determined by a number of
factors, e.g., the efficiency of conversion of X-ray photons to visible light, the efficiency
of the photodetectors in converting the visible light to a usefd electncai signal (70-go%),
and fiii factor. The resolution of the indirect method depends on both the scattering of
visible photons inside the scintillator layer and the dimensions of the sensing pixels.
Direct detection methods offer advantages in resolution and efficiency. Moreover,
they do not depend on scintillation layers. There have been some efforts to implement
X-ray image sensors based on the direct detection method using a thick amorphous sele-

G

1
Pixel Electrode

\
Storage Capacitor

Figure 1.3: Schematic of X-ray detection using a thick arnorphous selenium layer.

nium (a-Se) layer (Fig. 1.3) [15, 16, 171. In this method, X-ray photons are absorbed in
the a-Se layer, where their energies are uansferred to generation of electron hole pairs (eh). Subsequentiy, the e-h pairs are separated by an applied electric field and collected to

form the signal. Despite the potentially high resolution of these image sensors, the thick
selenium layer introduces severe problems in the collection of the generated charge. A
strong electric field is often required for efficient charge collection, which is achieved by
applying a bias as high as 4 - 10 LV across the a-Se layer. Furthemore, charge trapping
in the a-Se layer leads to an image lag, which reduces the frame rate of the imaging array.

1.5

Detection Scheme Under Study

In this thesis, a direct detection scheme using heavy metalfa-Si:H Schottky diodes for

low X-ray energies is pnsented. This detection method is based on the photoelectrîc
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Figure 1.4: Schematic of the direct detection scheme proposed in this
thesis.
interaction of X-ray photons with a heavy metal layer (e.g., Mo), and the ejection of
energetic electrons into the a-Si:H layer (Fig. 1.4) (18, 19, 20, 211. Inside the a-Si:H
layer, the energetic electrons undergo various scattering events, thus transfemng their
energies to the generation of multiple electron hole (e-h) pairs. The e-h pairs are then
separated by the electric field inside the depletion region of the reverse biased Schottky
diode, thereby forming the output signal. This detection scheme does not require any
high voltage operation. The structure of the detectors is also fully compatible with the
standard a-Si:H thin film transistors (TFTs), intended for use as switching elements.

For optimum detector performance, various material, electricai, and sensitivity as-

pects need to be considered. The fabrication conditions and the associated materiai properties are discussed in Chapter 2. These are critical in selecting a metal that not only gives

a high X-ray absorption, but aiso yields desirable detector electricai characteristics, and

fuii compatibility with the ihinfilm transistor fabrication processes. An issue intrinsic to
a-Si:H is metastability, and this could potentiaüy undermine the sensitivity by the time

dependent vanations of the reverse current. Xnstability mechanisms and identification of
optimum operating conditions are discussed in Chapter 3. The detection resolution is
ultimately limited by the noise intrinsic to the device, particularly for operation at relatively low frequencies. Characterization of noise performance in the fabricated Schottky
diodes is given in Chapter 4. The X-ray sensitivity of the fabricated Schottky diodes

is discussed in Chapter 5, dong with the influence of various geometric and operating
parameten on the sensitivity.

Chapter 2

Fabrication
The advantages of morphous silicon technology stem from its ability for large area and
low temperature deposition, film uniformity, and use of a vuiety of possible substrates,

such as glass or foil. However, these unique capabilities introduce new requirements
and conditions, which are different from those of standard crystalline silicon technology. The various materiais and process aspects involved with the fabrication of Schottky

diodes are presented in this chapter. These aspects have a strong bearing on selection

of a metd layer that mets various requirements, including high X-ray absorption, high
Schottlq barrier height, low leakage current. Low built-in stress, and compatibility with
the standard a-Si:H TFT process.

The performance of any device strongiy depends on the qualit. of the material and process conditions used in its fabrication. In this section, the deposition conditions used

to prepare the Schottky diodes are presented, along with the associateci characterization

2.1.1

Amorphous Silicon Films

Amorphous silicon films can be prepared with a variety of deposition methods, e.g.,
chemical vapor deposition (CVD), plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD),
or hot wire. The most widely used rnethod to prepare device quaiity materials is PECVD.
Here, the amorphous &con is deposited by plasma assisted dissociation of silane (SiH4)
[22]. The low deposition temperature (< 350" C) prevents formation of silicon crystal

grains on the surface and results in an arnorphous structure. In typical amorphous structures, not al1 the valence band electrons can bond with neighbonng atorns, thus creating a
high density of dangling bonds. The incorporation of hydrogen in the arnorphous silicon
film prepared by the PECVD method ensures the passivation of some dangling bonds
consequentiy improving its electrical characteristics. Commonly, the inclusion of 10%
hydrogen in the film is considered as an optimum ratio for achieving high quality amorphous silicon films. Exposure to temperatures greater than 300" C facilitates the dissociation of hydrogen. thus degrading the film quality. It is determined that the optimum
deposition temperature is at 260" C [23].
Micro-crystalline silicon (psi)is another phase of silicon that can be prepared at
low temperatures, by introducing a high concentration of hydrogen. The conductivity of
the doped pc-Si is found to be higher than doped amorphous siiicon [23], and the former

is sometimes used to provide ohmic contact in a-Si:H TFïs.

In this study, all the a-Si:H films were prepared by using the Plasma Therm W

PECVD System. It is a onechamber system capable of achieving base pressures as low
as

t a . DBerent layers, including intrinsic a-Si:H, n+ a-Si:& and sîiicon nitride

can be deposited using appropnate selection of gases. Figure 2.1 shows the configuration

Figure 2.1: Schematic of the Plasma Therm MI system, showing the
available gas lines.

of the system and the available gas Iines.
Intrinsic a S k H layer

The undoped amorphous silicon layer was deposited by the dissociation of pure silane.
The deposition conditions are listed in Table 2.1. With the settings given in Table 2.1, a

deposition rate of c 119 Almin has k e n achieved (Fig. 2.2). The grown films show an
optical band gap of 1.82 e V (Appendix A). The field effect mobility is 1.1n 2 / V sfor
the thin film transistors fabricated with identical conditions.

The patterning is performed using a mixture of potassium hydroxate and methanol
with the foilowing ratios:

KOH

240 gr

CHaOH

230 ml

Deposition Time (min)
Figure 2.2: Variation of a-Si:H thickness with deposition time.

At 3 5 O C this solution yields an etch rate of

= 300 150Alrnin. The etching of the a-Si:H

films can also be achieved by using tetra methyl ammonium hydroxide (T'AH)with a
slower etching rate.

Doped a-Si:H Layer
Often, thin layers of n-doped a-Si:H and psi are employed to provide the ohmic contact
between metal and the intrinsic a-Si:H. In this research. a thin layer of nf a-Si:H is used
to provide the ohmic contact between the back contact and the intrinsic a-Si:H. The
choice of n+ a-Si:H over pc-Si is determined by the need to achieve a clean interface
between the nf and the intrinsic layer without breakhg the vacuum.

The deposition conditions used for the n+ are reported in Table 2.1 with a gas ratio
of 1 : 10-2 between Si& and PH3. For al1 the nf layers fabricated for this study, a

1 Conditions-Layer

1 Intrinsic a-Si:H 1

1 Silicon Nitride

1 Deposition systern

II Plasma Therrn ( Plasma Therm ( Plasma Therm
--

-

-

C
SiH4

260" C

260" C

PH3/SiHI

NH3&SiH4

Flow (sccm)

50

10

100&10

Pressure(mtorr)

150

250

400

RF Power (W)

10

10

110

Temperature

260"

Gases

Table 2.1: Deposition conditions for intrinsic a-Si:H, doped a-Si:H, and silicon nitride.
deposition period of 10 min has k e n used, which yields a layer thickness of x 50 nm.
Measurements, using test structures incorporated on the wafer, yield a dark conductivity

of 280 a m .The ohmic contact between the Cr layer and n+ layer is confirmed by 1-V
measurements on the test structures. The patterning of the nf layer was also performed
using KOH solution. Its etch rate is similar to that of intrinsic a-Si:H.

Silicon Nitride
Silicon nitride serves as a masking materid for patteming the a-Si:H and metal layers.
The choice of silicon nitride over silicon oxide is determined by the lower defect and
trapped charge densities that can be achieved at low deposition temperatures (< 400" C).

These nitride films are deposited by dissociation of a mixture of ammonia and silane

( N H 3 / S i H 4 )in the PECVD system. A nitride-rkh fiim (deposited with the gas ratio
I : 1 between NH3 : SiH4) is used as it is reported to produce device quality
of O

nitride layers [23].The deposition conditions are iisted in Table 2.1. For ail the samples
prepared for this study, a deposition tirne of 23 min was used to produce nitride nLms
of thickness

280 nm. This thickness is found to provide the necessary protection

C

H
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against the KO H.C-Vmeasurements at 100 k H z on test capacitors based on Cr-nitride
sandwiches yield a relative dielectric constant of = 5.2 for the silicon nitride deposited at
260" C.It is dso found that the dielectric constant varies with the deposition temperature.

The quality of the nitride layer is critical, since the existence of a large number of pinholes could undermine the integrity of the nitride film,and aliow the etchants to attack
the underlying a-Si:H and metal layers. A base pressure lower than 8 x

t m ~clean
,

gas lines, and a clean charnber ensures reasonably high quality films.

The pattering of the nitride layer is achieved by either a dilute solution of hydrofluonc
acid (5% HFand 95% &O), for fast etch rate, or buffered hydrofluoric acid (49% H F
and 40% NH4F),for a slower etch rate and hence, better control.

2.1.2

Metal Films

In the proposed detector structure the metal films not only connect the devices to the pads
and hence, the outside world, but also provide the conversion mechanism to transfer

X-ray photons to energetic electrons. With the latter, the study of the fabrication and
interface properties of the metals and a-Si:H is crucial. Since compatibility with the
standard TFï process is a main cnterion in this research, the metals investigated include

Cr,Mo, W, Al. The metal layers were sputtered using the Canadian Vacuum Equipment
(CVE) and the EDWARDS sputtenng systems. The CVE system has a single charnber
with a capability of DC sputtenng from one target. The vacuum level in this system can
reach 5 x 10-~tom. The EDWARDS system is also a single chamber system, with a

capability of holding 3 target materials for either RF or DC sputtering. The base pressure
in this system cm reach 5 x IO-' torr, which is desirable for achieving high quai@
interfaces. Ali the thickness measurements were performed using DEKTAK IIA with a
vertical resolution of 200-2000

âlrnm. The accuracy following the technicd data sheet

Figure 2.3: Cross sectional view of the interface between Cr and a-Si:H.
is 5%. These thickness values were also confirmed using a bifocal microscope, surface
scanning microscope, and scanning electron microscope (SEM).

The diode back contact is fonned by sputter-deposition of a chromium (Cr) layer using
the CVE system. A number of factors make Cr a suitable material for the back contact:

good stabiiity in high temperatures, good resistance to the a-Si:H etchant, and ohmic
contact formation to the ni layer. The Cr can also be used as Schottky contact; the draw-

back of Cr is its low atomic number (2= 24), which gives a low attenuation coefficient
for X-ray photons. Furthemore, the Cr does not form a smooth interface with overlaying

nitride passivation layer (Fig. 23).

The process conditions used for the deposited nIms are shown in Table 2.2. Under
these conditions, Cr can be deposited with an average rate of T;: 38 I 6Ajmin measured
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Deposition Time (s)
Figure 2.4: Variation of Cr thickness with deposition time.
for four different thicknesses over a sample size of 38 (Fig. 2.4); this is lower than the
50 Almin reported in (231. The film nonuniformity on different corners of a wafer was
-r 15% over 17 sarnples. arising mainly from the angle that the wafer holder makes

with the horizontal level. The thickness variation among different wafers on a deposition
run was x 6% over a sample size of 15. The deposited fxlms over different deposition

runs show a nonuniformity of ~ s 10%
:
over a sample size of 33, since the film thickness
strongly depends on the substrate rotation. which is set manuaiiy. The film resistivity

measured by the four point probe method was (5.5 k 0.8) x IO-' h n . The quality of
the film strongly depends on the base pressure of the deposition systern, and specid care

needs to be taken to achieve low pressures, such as heating the chamber before deposition

and allowing sufficient time to achieve low pressures.

The Cr layers were pattemed using a mixture of ceric ammonium nitride and acetic
acid with the foliowing ratio:

This solution gives an etch rate of 20 rt 4Almin.
Molybdenum

The populhty of molybdenum (Mo) in a-Si:H technology stems from good thermal
stability and relatively higher electrical conductivity compared to chrornium (a significant issue for pixel addressing). Sputter-deposition of Mo on intrinsic a-Si:H produces
smooth interfaces (Fig. 2.5). Moreover, thick layers of Mo (< 1.1pm) can be deposited
on a-Si:H without any limitations due to intemal stress, which might otherwise cause the

films to peel off. Molybdenum also has a higher atomic number (2= 42) which makes
it more suitable for photoelectnc absorption of X-rays. The only drawback for Mo is that

KOX attacks Mo layer as well as the a-Si:H. Thus, it is essential to mask the Mo layer
when in a KOH solution.
The deposition of the Mo layers was performed using the EDWARDS sputtering
system; the deposition conditions are presented in Table 2.2. Under these conditions, a
deposition rate of 125.4 k 5.6 Almin has k e n achieved (Fig. 2.7).
The measurement of Mo thickness were performed on test glass wafers accompany-

ing the samples during the deposition. With these wafus, the local uniformity of the
deposited f i h measured over an area of 125 x 125 pm, using the surface scanning
microscope, was better than 99.25% over a sample size of 6 (Fig. 2.6). The thickness
variations on different corners of a test wafer measured by DEKTAK II were less than
5.4% over a sample size of 13. The measured variations in thickness of the layea de-

posited on different runs, with identical deposition conditions and the, was below the
accuracy of the DEKTAK II system over a sarnple sîze of 5.
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Figure 2.5: SEM of the interface between Mo and a-Si:H.

The patteming of the Mo layers was achieved using a mixture of

At room temperature, this solution results an average etch rate of 30.1 & 3.5

The measured resistivity of the films yields an average of (1.8 I 0.32)

Almin.

x 1 0 R~ n~

measured over a sample size of 10.

Deposition of nuigsten (IV)on a-Si:H aiso creates a Schottky bmîer, with interface propertîes similar to that of Mo (Fig 2.8). However, the intemal stress caused by depositing

0.0 "o. O
Figure 2.6: Surface smoothness of the deposited Mo blm, measured
using a surface scanning microscope.

Deposition Time (s)
Figure 2.7: V'ation of Mo thickness with deposition time.
thick layers of W ( c 0.4 p z ) causes films to peel off. Therefore, despite the larger
atomic number (2= 74) which gives a high attenuation coefficient, tungsten is not used

as the Schottlq metal.
The deposition conditions for W are similar to Mo (see Table 2.2), using the ED-

WARDS system. Based on these settings, an approximate deposition rate of 6 8 f 6 Almin
has k e n achieved. The W filais were pattemed at room temperature using a mixture of
[24,251,

KHz PO4

34 gr

KOH

13.4 gr

KaFe(CN)B 33 gr

H20

II

The four point probe resistivity meamrements of the films show a conductivity of

Figure 2.8: SEM cross section of Wfa-Si:H interface.

The high conductivity of aluminum (AL) makes this material desirable for large area
arrays. However, due to poor thermal stability, the materiai is limited to top level interconnects. On contact with intrinsic a-Si:H, aluminum not only gives a Schottky barrier,
but also causes crystallization at the interface (Fig. 2.9).

The exact mechanisms resulting

in this behavior have aot been completely undetstood, hitherto. The low atomic number of aluminum (2= 13) also gives a s

d X-ray absorption; therefore, this material

is not suitable for the Schottky metal. Moreover, M e r applications of this metd for
integrated Schottky diodes and TF'îs requires special care and use of b d e r rnetals.

The deposition parameters for Al are shown in Table 2.2. These settings yield a
deposition rate of 174 Almin. The patternhg of the Al layers was achieved using a

Figure 2.9: SEM cross section of Ma-Si:H interface.
mixture of, a solution similar tu that of Mo was used,

The resistivity of the deposited films was measured at (3.1 f 0.1)

x 1 0 - 6 Q n by

the four point probe method.

2.2

Fabrication Process

The Schottky diodes were fabncated by verticaily stacking dinerent layea on a Coniing
7052 glass substrate. The flow of the process is shown in Fig. 2.10. The process starts

I

-

Temperature (OC)

-

-

-

-

400

Room

Roorn

RF Power (W)

1 Gas Flow (sccm)
1 Base Pressure (mTorr)
1 Process Pressure (rnTorr)
1 Rotation (rpm)
1 Deposition rate @/min)

1 EDWARDS

C*

1 30 - 40 1 75
1 5 x IO-' ( 5 x IO-'
1 2 x 1 8 x 10-3
I - 6 Io,.I c 38 1 x 125
-

s
EDWARDS EDWARDS

-

-

-

-

-

cont.

-

cont.

= 174

Table 2.2: Deposition conditions for various metal films.

with RCA cleaning of glas wafers (Appendix B), followed by sputter deposition and

patteming of Cr to form the back contact (mask #1). Subsequently, the samples are
loaded into the Plasma Therm system for deposition of n+ and intrinsic a-Si:H layen.
After this deposition step, samples are quickly removed from the Plasma Therm system
and are loaded into EDWARDS sputtering system for deposition of top metal (Schottky

metal). In al1 the samples prepared for this study, the period between introducing nitrogen
to Plasma Thenn chamber and establishing a vacuum (c 10-1 torr) in the EDWARDS

chamber was less than 5 min. Following this deposition step. the top metal fiims were
patterned (mask #2), and the samples were loaded into Plasma Therm again for silicon
nitride deposition. Subsequently, the protective silicon nitnde layer was patterned to

define the devices (mask #3) and to protect the top metal against KOH. Foiiowing this,
the Schottky diodes were isolated by removing intriosic and doped a-Si:H layers. To

avoid side wall conduction paths, the ana of a-Si:H layers was designed io be larger than

the top metal by (= 2pm). Finally, etching silicon nitride from the pad areas defines the
last step of the process (mask #4). Figure 2.1 1 shows a photograph of a die and electron
micrograph of a fabricated Schottky diode. The integrity of the protective silicon nitride
is essential for the fabrication yield. As shown in Fig 2.12, a large density of pin-holes
could undexmine the integrity of the various layers on the wafer.

2.3 Electrical Characteristics
Due to its desirable material properties, Mo has been selected as the suitable metd for 1
ray detection. Therefore we have focused on characterizing Mo/a-Si:H Schottky diodes.
The bamier height for Mo/a-Si:H Schottky diodes was measured to be 0.77 eV,by
measuring 1-V characteristics over a temperature range of 250-300

K,and by generating

an Arrhenius plot, Le., activation energy against inverse of the temperatun.
Typical 1-V characteristics of Mo/a-Si:H Schottky diodes of different areas are shown

in Fig. 2.13. A DC parametric test system, comprising Keithiey 236 Source Measure
Units (SMUs), was used for the characterization of the Schottky diodes. The current
measurement resolution of the SMUs was 100 f A. Test sequencing and data acquisition
were accomplished using a Keithiey 236 1 Trigger Controiier and a dedicated PC. These
diodes present an onloff ratio of = IO6 at k1 V. The reverse cunent density is iower

than 1oWaA/ cmœ2at -1 V. A typical C-Vmeasurement is shown in Fig. 2.14, These
measurements were taken using the Keithley 590 CV andyzer, Keithiey 595 quasistatic

CV meter, and Keithley 230 programmable voltage source with a resolution of 0.1 pF.
Often the C 2 - V graph is used to extract informationabout the density of ionized centen

in crystalline silicon, using,
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Si1icon Nitride

Figure 2.10: Fabrication sequence for Mo/a-Si:H Schonky diodes.
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Figure 2.1 1: Photograph of fabricated die (top) showing detectors with

various area; test structures are in the middle of the die; conesponding
SEM (bottom) of Schottky diode.

cwAP7m 2. FABRICATION

Figure 2.12: Integrîty of the masking nitride layer in KO H etching.
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Figure 2.13: Typical 1-V characteristic of fabricated Mo/a-Si:H Schot-

tky diodes with various geometries.
where ND is the density of ionized centers, A is the area, ad is the dielectric constant
of a-Si:H (= 11.9), eo is the dielectric constant of vacuum, q is the electron charge
(1.6 x 10-Ig), and V is the total voltage. However, for a-Si:H due to low mobility of

free carriers, C-*does not Vary linearly with voltage (Fig. 2.15). Therefore, fitting using
(2.1) can not give correct values for the density of ionized centers.
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Bias 01)
Figure 2.14: Typical C-V characteristic of a (200 ~ r n Mola-Si:H
) ~
Schottky diode.

Bias (V)
Figure 2.15: mical C-*-V characteristic of a (200

Schottky diode.

Mo/a-Si:H

Chapter 3
Stability
An issue critical to applications of a-Si:H devices is the metastability intnnsic to the

amorphous silicon. This metastability yields an electncal characteristic that varies with
tirne. For Schottky diodes. the metastability manifests itself in t e m of a time-dependence
of the diode reverse current, which ultimately limits the sensitivity of the detector since

detection is accomplished by comparing the reverse cumnts in the presence and absence
of X-rays. Therefore, an investigation of the tirne-dependent reverse cunent, including
identification and reduction of possible sources is essentiai for detector operation.

In Section 3.1, the sources of metastability intrinsic to a-Si:H are investigated. Subsequently, in Section 3.2. the mechanisms causing the reverse current are studied. The
expefimental method is explained in Section 3.3, and a discussion of results in Section
3.4.

3.1 Mid-gap States
Many of the unique properties of the a-Si:H arise fiom its large density of states in the
band gap, e.g., metastability, low rnobiiity, and large optical absorption. These states
are mainly due to the random structure of the a-Si:H, where a large number of silicon
atoms can not fulfili their valence states by bonding to four other silicon atoms, thereby

forming dangling bonds. This not only causes a large defect density in the middle of the
band gap, but also broadens the conduction and valence bands into the gap, thus fomiing

extended states, taii states, and deep states (i.e., smearing of band edges into the gap).
The density and distribution of these states in the band gap determine various electrical
and optical properties of the amorphous siiicon, including electrical conduction, mobility,
and optical absorption. Often the distributions of the band tail (gt) and deep states (gd)

are represented by exponential functions as (Fig. 3.1) [26,27,28],
(3.1)

and

where g, is the density of tail states on the bottomof the conduction band (R 1021m-3eV-1),
g h is the density of the defect states at the bottom of conduction band (= 9.6 x 1 0 ' ~ n - ~ e V - ' ) ,

E is the energy from the bottom of the conduction band, O is the absolute temperature,
k is the Boltzman's constant, 4, is the characteristic temperature of the tail states rang-

ing between 250

- 300 K,and & is the characteristic temperature of the deep states

(e1000 K) [22][2q. Similac distributions exist for the tail of the valence band, with

8,

400 - 450 K.

Due to the large number of scattering events, the electrons trapped in the band tail and
deep states are localized and their transport is restricted to t u ~ e l h gto other mid-gap
states or to thermal excitation to the conduction band.

Band States

Figure 3.1: Density of States distribution in the band gap of a-Si%.

3.2 Time Dependent Reverse Current
The reverse current in the a-Si:H Schottiq diodes can originate from a number of sources,
including the release of trapped charges, thermal generation, themiionic emission, and
tunneling [29,30,22, 31, 321. These components can be affected in a number of ways
by the instabilities intrinsic to the a-Si, causing the temporal variations of the reverse

current. The prevaüing mechanisms are primarily determined by the magnitude of the
reverse bias. Therefore, our study of the t h e dependent variation in reverse current is
classified into its behavior at low biases and at medium biases.

3.2.1 Low Biases
At low biases

(5 3 V),

it is believed that the reverse current mainly consists of trap

discharge, thermal generation, and therrnionic emission current [33,34]. In this range of
voltages, tu~eliagis assumed negligible due to the smail electric field at the interface.
The trap discharge component is caused by the release of trapped charge fiom mid-

gap states and is the dominant component. In equiiibrium, mid-gap states located below
the Fenni level are occupied by the trapped electrons. The population of these states are

in a thermal balance with the number of electrons in the the conduction band (n,) [35],
as

where & is the trapping rate to the ithtrap state,

is the population of trapped electrons

in the ith trap state, and Ti is the thermal generation rate, which is defined as

where Ei is the energy level of ithtrap state. which is defined from the edge of the
conduction band, and W. is the escape frequency (a1012s-').
Shortly after applying the reverse bias, the electrons from the conduction band and
extended states are swept away by the electric field. Therefore, the balance condition
between conduction band and trap states is removed. Here, the thermal release becomes
the dominant mechanism. and the elapse of time enables the trapped electrons to gain

the necessary energy to escape from the trap states and reach the conduction band. This
causes the quasi Fermi Ievel to move downwards in the band gap. In the conduction
band, the released electrons drift in the direction of the applied electric field to contribute

to the reverse current. However, the electrons experience further scattering events while

dnfting towards the terminais, where they cm lose their energies and be trapped again
in the shallower states. The overall transport is achieved by multiple -and-release
events which causes dispenive transport (Fig. 3.2) [36,37]. In dispenive transport, the
charge packet is broadened while fraveling through the matenal, and the current on the
other terminal presents time dependence as in @g. 3.3),

e-wFigure 3.2: Electron transport in a-Si:H layer; F represents the electric
field, Et, shows the Fermi level in a-Si:H, and w is the depletion width.

where a = BIOC.Relation (3.5) is only valid for time scales smder than the transient
time (r),which can be approximated as,

Here, d is the distance traveled,

is the dnft mobility, and F is the electric field.

Thus, the overall time dependence resulting from this component consisis of the time

required for the initial release of the trapped charges, plus the t h e it takes for the released
charge to reach the output terminal.
The dispersive transport also controls the f i h g of the traps; thus, it affects the flow

of the current to the diodes after the bias stress is removed. This cm be further quantified
by considering that the rate of trap filhg is proportional both to the number of traps

available to be U e d and the number of electrons per second available to do the nIling.
Following this assumption, the latter quantity is simply the dispersive current observed

Figure 3.3: Typical transient cumnt caused by dispersive transport.
during trap emptying. The number o f available traps is N&

- N ( t ) , where N1, is the

total number of traps in the volume between the present and previous positions of the
depletion region and N ( t ) is the number of occupied traps at time, t. Hence, the rate of
change of occupied traps is

where Clis the dispersive transport coefficient, q is the electronic charge, and C2is a
coefficient representing the capture cross section of the process. Solving (3.7) for N ( t )
gives

where we note that the number of fiiled traps is related to Q ( t ) by the electronic charge.
The cumnt in the relaxation period, I ( t ) , is related to d N ( t ) / d t ,so it displays a more
complex tirne dependence than the simple stretched-exponentiai.
After the initial discharge of the trap States, the system reaches a steady state that is
determined by thermionic emission and thermal generation. In this situation, the contri-

bution of themai generation to the reverse cumnt can be approximately shown as,

where Eqg is the quasi Fermi level, g(Eqr) is the density of trap states at the position of

quasi Fenni level, and V is the volume of the device. Relation (3.9) is obtained based on
the assumption that the mid-gap states located within a distance of kg around the quasi

Fermi level can contribute to the reverse cumnt. Assurning g(Eql) = 1
0
'

~m-~eV-',

EqF - Es = 0.9 eV, and W, = 1013 s-1 1221, yields a current of = 4 x 10-l4 A for
a 200 x 200 x 0.45 p7n3 diode. The thermal generation rate is not expected to Vary
significantiy with time, hence its contribution to the time dependent reverse current is
not considered. The metastability can affect the thermal generation rate only by altering
the density of defect states. However, such variations at low biases are not observed
experimentally.
Therrnionic emission, another mecbanism contributing to the reverse current, will be
discussed in great detail in the nexi section. At low biases, however, it is not expected
that this component causes any time-dependent variations in the reverse current. This is

mainly due to a small electric field at the interface.

3.2.2 Medium Bias
In the medium bias range (3 V to 7 Y),we assume that the reverse curent mainly stems
from thermionic emission and tumeling. In thermionic emission, the transport of an
electron to the conduction band is achieved by thermal excitation over the barrier (&,).
Hence, the resulting reverse cumnt strongly depends on both the temperature and height
of the encountered barrïer. Ideaily, the bmier height is related to the difference between
the metal work hinction and the semiconductor afinity, and is a constant. But in fact, the

barrier height encountered by an electron is modified in a number of ways, viz, image

force lowering, and trapping of charge on the interface. The modifieci barrier is often
refemd to as effective barrier height (&,).
It is also possible for electrons with energies lower than the banier height to penetrate

through the barrier to the a-Si conduction band, by quantum mechanical tunneling. In
general, the tunneling rate depends on the width and the height of the barx-ier; the barrier
width encountered by an electron depends on its thermal energy (Fig. 3.4). Therefore,
the resultant current is also temperature dependent, and this mechanism is sometimes

referred to as themiionic field emission. The b h e r width aiso depends on the bending
of the conduction band, which is related to the electric field inside the depletion region.
Furthermore this electric field is controlled by the applied bias and the depletion width.

In a-Si devices, the depletion width cm Vary with time, even for a constant applied
bias (Fig. 3.5). The reason for this behavior can be established by considenng the distorted band structure of a-Si, and the existence of defect states inside the band gap. Usually, these defect states result from dangling bonds with the three possible charge states

of D-,Do,and D f ,where D+ denotes a dangling bond with no electron, Doto a singly
occupied, and D- to a doubly occupied dangling bond.

In equilibrium, the defect states located below the Fermi level are occupied by trapped
electrons. The applied reverse bias quickly removes the mobile electrons from the conduction band and the extended states, but not the electrons trapped in deep defect states.

The trapped electrons mask the depletion charge (mainly resulting from ionized defect
i
t
h time,
sites) and causes the depletion region to be larger than the steady state vaiue. W
trapped electrons can gain the necessary energy to escape from the trap states, hence
allowing the depletion width to decrease. Eventudly, the depletion width approaches its
steady state value, which is larger than its zero bias value.

Figure 3.4: Schematic view of the two reverse current mechanîsms:

thermionic emission and tunneling; w represents the depletion width,
u is the electron thermal energy, Et, indicates the Fermi level in a-Si.

Efm is the metal Fermi Ievel, and T2 is the tunneling probabiiîty. The
reverse current can be symboiicaliy shown as a combination of current
source (the fiow of electrons towards the barrier) and a pass transistor
(the tunneling rate), which is controIIed by the thermal energy of the

electrons.

Figure 3.5: Time-dependent variation of depletion width (w) leading to
variation in reverse current.
For the time scale of interest in this study, the time-dependent changes of the defect
charge follow a stretched exponential form 1381 (221. Thus, similar dependencies are
expected for the depletion width and the reverse current. Such a time-dependent behavior
can be further quantified by examining the reverse current resulting from the thermionic
emission and the tunneling process. For thermionic emission, the current can be obtained
from [39]

where v, defines the velocity of the electron in the x direction and dn defines the number
of electrons with that velocity in the z direction. In relation (3.10), it is assumed that a i i
the electrons with energies above the barrier can overcome the barrier and contribute to

the current. The number of electrons in a particular energy range of E to E +dE is given
by muitiplying the density of avaiiable States (N(E)) by the probability of occupancy

(F(E))
as

where m' is the isotropic effective m a s of electrons, Er, is the Fermi leve1 of the metal,
and h is Planck's constant. The energy of a mobile electron can be approximated by its

kinetic energy, so,

where v a = vg

+ v i + vf .From(3.10), (3.1 1) and (3.12). the thermionic current can be

shown to be,

Rewriting (3.13) in Cartesian coordinates and integrating over y and z give,
2rqm'*kB
JTE=

where u, =

les~ ~ ' ~ ~ ( - 2 k s
o"

m"v2
)dv=,

(3.14)

dv,

defines the minimum velocity needed to overcorne the barrier.

Defining the kinetic energy ( u = f m'vl ) ,

where A' is Richardson's constant, given by

which is approximately equal to 120A/(m2K2), assuming a free electron mass. For
tumeling, the current can be divided into a two step pmcess: the electron current reach-

ing the barrier and the fraction that passes through the banier. The latter is given by
tumehg probability ( IIT Il2),so

Commonly, for a slowly varying potential barrïer, the tunneiing rate is calculated using
the Wentzel-Kramers-Bruouin(WKB) approximation, which expresses the transmission

of a particle through a given banier [40]. For this reason, the metava-Si barrier is usually
approximated by a trianguiar potential (V(z)) such as [41],

where

is the effective barrier height, q is the unit charge, F is the electric field in

the depletion region of a-Si, and x denotes the distance away from the interface. Here,
the maximum height of the barrier (V-) occurs at the interface (x = O), and is equal to
the effective barrier height

Since the triangular approximation can describe the

banier very well only close to the interface, F is usuaiiy considered to be constant at the

maximum value of the elecvic field, which occurs at the interface. Using (3.18) for the
barrier and assuming a thennal energy equal to u, the transmission probability ((ITI12)
can be shown to be

The tunneling cumnt cm be obtained by multiplying the transmission probability of

the electron current reaching the barrier with a given thermal energy and by performing
a summation, giving

Fially the net reverse current is

Unfortmately, there is no aaalytical solution for J-, and numencal evaluation is the
only possibility. Such numencal cdculations yield the behavior shown in Fig. 3.6. For
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Figure 3.6: Variation of reverse cumnt with electric field.

the moderate biases (electric fields above 2 x 1O5V/n). the numerical results of the
reverse current can be modeled as 1421 1431 1411

where a is the effective tunneling parameter. which depends on process dependent parameters such as the dielectric constant, the effective mas, the surface charge density,
and the potentiai banter profile. From relation (3.23), time variations of the reverse current can be related to the time dependence of the electric field. In a-Si:& due to the
metastable changes txiggered by the movement of the quasi Fermi level [Ml, it is difficult to define a distribution of ionized sites. But we cm still introduce a net density of

ioaized states that produces the same electric field at the interface; hence,

where N;(t) is the time-dependent net density of ionized defect states (positive sites,

D i ) and Vu is the potential across the depletion layer. The tirne variations of the ionized

sites follow the expression

where No is a parameter that defines the change of the defect density from its initial
value Ni, ND is the final density of ionized defect states, r, is a tirne constant, and /3, is

a constant that depends on the characteristic temperature of mid-gap states. From (3.24)

which c m be approximated to (assuming No < ND and ignoring higher order terms in a
Maclaunn expansion)

From (3.23) and (3.27). the time-dependent reverse current becomes

In addition to the variations of the electric field, the trapping of holes and metastable
changes at the interface can also contribute to the tirne-dependent reverse current. As a
result of the applied bias and the extension of the depletion region, a packet of holes is
swept away by the electnc field, drifting towards the interface. Part of this packet gets
trapped in the mid-gap states that exist at the interface. Trapping of holes can result in

D- + Door Do-t D+ transitions, thereby increasing the tumeling current by means of
assisteci t u m e h g (Fig. 3.7). Further, the holes can get trapped in the thin interfacial layer
where they reduce the effective barrier height. Under most circumstances (assuming that
the occupation of interface states is determineci by the metai Fermi level), both of these

mechanisms result in modification of the tunneling parameter a as.

where af is the time-independent compoaent of a, and a ( t ) is the the-dependent cornponent. For a simple triangularapproximation. we assume

where Ntrop-his the number of holes that get trapped in mid-gap states. The trapping of
holes is directly related to the rate at which they reach the interface (dispersive transport),
and the probability of trapping in the mid-gap states [33]. Therefore,

where C is the capture cross section for holes, and rl is the dispersive transport coefficient.
From (3.3 I),

where r h is the time constant for the hole trapping. and Ph depends on the dispersive
transport. From (3.29), (3.3 1), and (3.32).
(3.33)
where 4. is the relative change of the t u m e h g parameter. From (3.28). (3.29). and
(3.331.

This expression will be compared with experimental data in section 3.4.
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states

Figure 3.7: Effect of charge trapping on the reverse current mecha-

3.3 Measurement Setup
The electrical stressing experiments were performed in a dark, shielded environment
using Keithiey source measure units (SMU mode1 236) to provide a constant reverse

bias to the sarnple for prolonged times (up to 3 houn), with a resolution of 10 pV. The

current readings were taken at equal intervals of 0.4 s, owing to the integration time
of the equipment, and with a resolution of 10 fA. Due tu the extra time required for
establishing the rneasurement parameters, the first data point was recorded 0.6

8

after

the application of the bias. Data acquisition and the control of the experiment were

performed by a personal cornputer.

The measurernsnts were performed by subjecting fresh devices to consecutive cycles
of voltage stress, 300s of zero-bias relaxation, and thermal anneaihg (Fig. 3.8). Thermal

anneaihg at 150°Cfor two hours ensured the removal of metastable defecis. Care was
taken to ensure that the voltages during the stress periods were in ascending order to

Y
Fresh Sarnple

/

Electrical Stress
uplo3h

r

Relaxatfon
300 s

L

1

Thermal Annealing
2h @15o0 C
J

Figure 3.8: Measurement sequence for studying the time-dependent reverse current variation.
ensure the results were measured for undarnaged devices.

3.4

Experimental Results

Typical time-dependent reverse current for different bias voltages is shown in Fig. 3.9.
Here a sample was voltage-stressed, allowed to relax at zero volts, and then thermally
annealed prîor to the next voltage stress cycle. Reproducibility of the time-dependent
characteristics was examined for more than 20 sarnples. In the low bias regime (V <

3 Ir), the current initially decays with a power law dependence, and then levels off at a
lower value which depends on the bias. In contrast, at medium biases (3 V < V < 7 V),
the current initially foliows a similar variation to that at Iow biases, but subsequentiy
increases by several orders of magnitude and levels off at the higher value.

3.4.1

Low Bias Behavior

The time-dependent behavior iiiusvated in Fig. 3.9 is also observed with Schottky stnicNres of other metals, e.g., W.

This suggests that interface conditions are less likely to

-

Medium Bias

IV

Time After Application of Reverse Bias (s)
Figure 3.9: Typical variation of reverse current against time for different
bias values.
be important at low biases. Furthemore, the bias stress curves are reproducible regardless of the inclusion of the thermal annealing step. This observation suggests that the
behavior at low biases is not due to a metastable change in the materiai. but most likely
originates from a reveaible effect. Figure 3.10 shows a low bias behavior for a single
device operated at severai values of V,,. and the inset presents the log-log plot of the
current decrease over the first 10 S. This reveals that variation of the reverse cunent is as,

with 7 = 0.44 at a reverse bias of 1.5 V. Considering the average initial release time
of 10 ms, as predicted for a Fermi level initially located at 0.6 eV below the conduction

band, the release tirne of carriers is insignificant in the time scaie of this experiment.
Also considering the transit thne (10 ps), this behavior can be associated only with the
tail of a dispersive decay.

The results for a typical relaxation behavior at zero bias is shown in Fig. 3.1 1 for
a device which has b a n stressed previously for 1 h at V,, = 1 V. It is clear that the

E

O
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Time (s)
Figure 3.10: Variation of reverse current with time for a Schottky diode
at the indicated reverse biases. The inset shows a log-log plot of the
initial current variation for the same biases.

characteristics are not Iinear on this log-log scale, indicating that the recovery current
does not follow the power law observed during the stressing period. Also shown in

Fig. 3.1 1 is the same data plotted in terms of the cumulative charge transferred, Q(t ),
calculated from the surnmation of the products of the current and the appropriate time
intervals. The fitted curve shown in Fig. 3.11 is a swtched exponential of the form
Q ( t ) e QY* [l

- exp

t @
(O;)
]

(3.36)

with, in this case, T = 10 s,p = 0.9, and Q M = 3.9 x 10-l1 C. This figure for the charge
ejected during the stressing period is approximately equal to that recovered during the
relaxation period, as would be expected.
It should be noted that the above value of Qu does not include the charge transferred
before t = 0.6 s, the fkst data point Although the current is higher at smder values
of t, the area under the curve is domhated by the behavior at large t. Assuming that the

Time (8)
Figure 3.1 1: Time dependence of the zero-bis relaxation current and
the cumulative charge transported. The solid line indicates a stretchedexponential fit to the data points.
spatial density of traps is constant, Qbt should therefore be proportional to d

w

from the depletion approximation [39], where Vg is the built in potentid of the Schottky
diode. This relationship has k e n confirmed from the exponential data for both stress and
relaxation periods.
From these results, the total number of traps between the initial and final positions of
the depletion layer (t -t oo) can be estirnated at

3.4.2

= Q(oo)/q = 2.4 x 108 traps.

Medium Bias Behavior

A typical tirne-dependent reverse current characteristic at -5

V bias is depicted in Fig.

3.12. Shortiy after applying the reverse bias, the current shows an s

d decay, which is

related to removai of electrons from the conduction band and the release from shaiiow
taii states and fwther transport through the neutral region in a-Si [33]. Once the shaiiow

states are evacuated, the current Ievels off at a low value for a short period. After this shon
period, the current rapidiy increases, which is attributed to discharging of the negatively

1O"

10'

1O*

1o3

104

Time (s)
Figure 3.12: Erne-dependent reverse current at -5 V bias. The solid
line corresponds to fit resulted from relation (3.34), using
T.

P, =

0.7,

= 3, Ph = 0.6,and rh= 8.

charged defects at the interface. The further increase in the reverse current results from
the collapse of the depletion region and the associated increase of the electnc field. The
reverse current eventually stabilizes at a certain value.

In order to describe the tirne-dependent current variations, we focus our analysis to
the period in which the conduction band and extended States are depleted from electrons.

The resulting variations using relation (3.34) are depicted in Fig. 3.12 as solid line.
This fit yields the numerical values listed in Table 3.1. These values are consistent with
the numencai values that have been extracted for these devices experimentdy or with

those found in the literature. Most of these parameters are closely related to the detailed
fabrication process and must be characterized for each process. In particular, the values
for bmier height

t U ~ e h parameter
g
(a), and final defect density (No)
are among

the most important parameters affécting the reverse curent. The measurement errors

in Richardson's constant have less effect on the final error, due to the slow variations

of the logarithmic function. Moreover the magnitude of the reverse current variation is
less sensitive to &, ph. r, and r h ; these parameters mostly determine the form of the
variation. A surnmary of the methods used to extract these parameters is also provided
in Table 3.1.
For the present devices, the rather large density of final defect states compare to the
other published values maybe related to possible presence of a slight phosphine residual
in the intrinsic a-Si films, since these samples were prepared using a single chamber deposition system. The tunneling parameter (a) reflects the interface quality and, for high
quality metda-Si:H interface, values as low as 10

a are reported [42]. The possible ex-

istence of residual oxygen and water in the deposition system may explain the presently
high value for the tunneling parameter. This may also explain the low values for Richardson's constant and electron effective mas, which are consistent with the large inferred
value of tunneling parameter and high density of defect states at the interface.

3.4.3

High Bias Behavior

Figure 3.13 illustrates the time-dependent reverse current for high biases. In contrast to
both the low- and medium-bias cases, the initial state of devices cannot be restored either
by providing sufficient relaxation time in a dark environment or by thennai annealing. In

this case, the effects of bias are irrevenible. After an extended stress period, the current
decreases and the diode no longer exhibits rectifjhg charactenstics. Post-bias-stress CV (Fig. 3.14) and C-t measurements suggest the lack of a depletion region, which codd

be attributed to structural changes in the device.

Pubiished

Present Extraction Methocid

range

values

References
PZ11421WI

I

- V in different T [39][22]

or intemal photoemission

I

- t at fixed V after

stabilization, [45][31][32]

C - V and 1/C2[22][31][32]
Cornparison between

ND and Ni
r421~ 2 1 ~ 3 2 1

Table 3.1: Numericd values employed for calculating tirne-dependent
variations of the reverse curent in Mola-Si:H Schottky diode at medium
biases.
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Figure 3.13: Time dependent reverse current for prolonged stressing
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Figure 3.14: C-Vmeasurements after prolonged stresshg under 10 V.

Chapter 4

Electrical Noise
The detection resolution is ultimately limited by the noise intrinsic to the device, particulady at relatively low frequencies (f

5 10 k H z ) . which is the frequency range of interest

for detector operation [46, 101. Although the exact mechanisms underlying noise have
not k e n accurately identified, the trap and release of carrien is suspected to play a dom-

inant role.

4.1

Measurement Setup

In the noise rneasurements, effects of extrinsic noise sources were minimized using the
set-up shown in Fig. 4.1. The Schonky diodes were reverse biased using high amphour Somenschein sealed lead acid batteries and low noise metal film resistors. In these
measurements, the value of the bias resistor (R) was chosen to be between 3.9

- 20 kR,

depending on the signal level. The DC voltage drop across the resistor was fiitered out
using a high pass filter (HPF) with a corner frequency of 30 mHz. The noise signals
were subsequentiy arnplined using a EG&G Brookdeal5006 low noise amplifier (LNA),
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digitd
signal
analyser

l

Figure 4.1: Experimental arrangement for low fiequency noise measurements; S is the Schotiky diode, R the biasing resistor, and B the
bias source (battery).
which had a gain of 60 dB V. Power to the amplifier was suppiied by similar, but
separate, batteries in order to reduce possible noise coupling. The frequency response
of the amplifier was 0.1 Hz to 1 M H z f 3 dB. Its equivalent input noise voltage was
13 nV r m s / m at 10 Hz and 4 nV r m s / G at 1k H z . The equivalent input noise

current of the LNA was 14 f A r r n s / m at 1 k H z . The output of the LNA was fed
into a HP 3562A Dynamic Signal Analyzer which performed the necessary fast Fourier
uansform operations to yield the noise voltage power spectral density. The Schottky
diode, HPF, and LNA were aii housed in a double shielded enclosure composed of inner
copper and outer mumstal boxes for shielding low frequency electrical and magnetic
fields, respectively. The resulting system noise (at the W A output), including the LNA
and HPF, was better than -86 dB VI&

frequencies w here white noise predominates.

at

1 Hz and -110 dB

v/G
at higher

1

100

lol

7o2

IO=

Frequency (Hz)
Figure 4.2: Measured power spectral densities for a 200 pm x 200 p n
device at the indicated values of the reverse bias.

4.2

Noise Behavior in a-Si:H Schottky diodes

Results of the noise behavior are shown in Figs. 4.2,4.3, and 4.4 for f

100 k H z 1471.

The spectra were retrieved from rneasured values of noise voltage PSD appearing across
bias resistor, vit,< vn > IR2. A series of test measurements showed that the resistor
noise in the low frequency regime was much smailer than the noise from the Schottky
diode itself. However, the resistor thermal noise was found to dominate at higher fre-

quencies, particularly at low reverse bias operation. This finduig cm be further studied
in light of the measurement equivaient circuit presented in Fig. 4.5. The associated noise
voltage sources cm be found using
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Figure 4.3: Measured power spectral densities for a 400 pm x 400 pm
device at the indicated values of the reverse bias.

--

Frequency (Hz)
Figure 4A: Measured power spectral densities for devices with various
geometries (dimensions in p z ) at 6 V reverse bias.
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Figure 4.5: Schematic of the measurement circuit (top) and its equivdent noise circuit (bottom); B denotes the battery and S the Schottky

diode.
where k is the Boltunan's constant, T is Temperature, B is the bandwidth, R is the bias

,
resistor, and,&

is the dynamic resistance of the Schottky diode. Thus. the voltage

appearing in the input of the LNA is given by 1481

Since in ail the measurements. R cg
high frequencies cornes from the bias resistor.

the dominant source of white noise at

The spectra presented here were averaged over 100 waveforrn acquisitions. Sufficient

time was provided for the reverse current to reach a reasonably steady value. The reverse
current, measund before and after each spectrum acquisition, had a variation of less than
10%.

11f Noise
At low frequencies the measured noise current obeyed a l/f a spectrum, with a ranging
from 0.897 to 1.138. The measurements at various biases reveal the dependence of the
noise current PSD on the reverse current as shown in Fig. 4.6. This dependence can be
described by an empirical relation such as

where K is the fiicker noise parameter. Measurements on diodes with various geometries
further revealed the dependence of the Bicker noise parameter on the geometry of the
device. This dependence, illustrated in Fig. 4.7, can be approximated as [49]

when A is the area of the diode ,and 7 is a parameter ranging frorn (4 to 8) x IO-' cm2.
which is eected by the electrical stressing of the diode. Therefore, the overd l/f noise
current takes the form

Thermai Noise
The source of noise in these detectoa is the thermal noise associateci with the dynamic
resistance of the reverse biased diode. This component can be studied in iight of the

Reverse Bias Voltage (V)

Reverse Current (PA)
Figure 4.6: Measured power spectral densities as a function of bias for

a 400 pm x 400 pm at the indicated frequencies.

Inverse of Area (cmœ*)
Figure 4.7: Variation of the Bicker noise parameter, K in relation (4.5).
wiîh area of the diodes.

4

-5

4

-3

-2

-1

Bias (V)
Figure 4.8: Typicai measured variation of the dynamic resistance
(dV/di) for Mola-Si:H Schottky diodes.
Johnson-Nyquist relation [50,5 1,521,

where E is the Boltzrnan's constant, T is Temperature, B is the bandwidth, and ,&
,

is

the dynamic resistance associated to the diode, which can be shown as

where dV is the incrementd variation of the applied bias around the DC bias point,

is the bias point, and di is the associated hcremental clurent change. Such incrementai
variations can be further examined by using I-V relation for the reverse biased Schottky
diodes, which can be approximated as
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where Io is the leakage current at zero bias, and E is the electric field at the interface,
which is given by

E=
where V is the applied bis, ND is the density of ionized sites. and

ek

is the relative

dielectric constant of a-Si.
Expanding (4.10) using Taylor's expansion around a bias point

(K) and ignoring

higher order terms, yields [53],

where It(V,) is the derivative of (4.10) at V = V.. Rearranging (4.12). and using (4.9)
gives.

Performing the differentiation for 4.10 results in

By substituting (4.14) into (4.13), the dynamic resistance can be shown as

A typical behavior of,&
,

with reverse bias is shown in Fig. 4.8.

Using (4.15) and (4.8), the noise current component resulting from the dynamic resistance of the Schottky diode can be shown by

Shot Noise
Cunent fluctuations in the Schonky diode give rise to shot noise.

The shot noise compo-

nent exhibits a dependence on the reverse current, which is given as

where q is the electron charge. Due to the small values of the reverse current in the
fabricated Schottky diodes (typicaily 1 - 100 PA), the shot noise rernains below the
noise level of the measurement setup. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.9, where the overall
computed noise is compared with the experimental results.

Total N o k

The overall noise in the Schottky diodes is sum of the individual components:

< ifo,>=< itlf > + < i&, > + < itbt > .

(4.19)

Replacing various cornponents in (4. lg), using (4.7), (4.17) and (4.18)- yields

Figure 4.9 illustrates the measured noise current PSD for a 200 x 200pm2 detector.
For comparison purposes, the computed values of various noise components are aiso
included. Here, due to the measurement setup (see Section 4-21, the dynamic resistance
of the diode and the load resistor are in parailel, so the thermal component of the noise

is dominated by the load resistor.
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Figure 4.9: Computed l/f, thermal, and shot noise components as a
function of frequency for a 200 p z x 200 pm device. Symbols denote

the measured data, and solid iines denote the computed noise compo-

nents for7 = 7 x 10m8,and RImd= 10 kQ.

Chapter 5

X-ray Sensitivity
This Chapter investigates the performance of the fabricated detectoe in the presence

of X-ray radiation. Experimental and numerical analyses of sensitivity have also been
carried out to investigate the impact of various geometry and bias conditions on the sensitivity.
Section 5.1 introduces the principles of X-ray generation. This is followed in Section 5.2 by an examination of possible interactions an X-ray photon can undergo while

moving through a medium. The energy loss and absorption mechanisms of the generated photoelectrons are the subject of Section 5.3. Section 5.4 introduces an approximate
mode1 to describe the transduction process, and this is foiiowed by a description of the
measurement setup in Section 5.5 dong with experimental results in Section 5.6.

5.1 Generation of X-rays
X-rays are generated when electrons with high energy strike a target made from materi-

ais such as tungsten and molybdenum [54,55,56]. The high energy electron can interact

Figure 5.1: Defiection of energetic electrons near a nucleus.
with the nuclei of the target atom and produce so-called white radiation, or they can interact with atomic electrons to produce characteristic radiation. When an electron that
is negatively charged passes near a positively charged nucleus, the electron is defiected
from its original path by the columbic attraction to the nucleus. As a result of this deflection, the electron can lose its energy, which is emitted as X-ray radiation (Fig. 5.1). The
energetic electrons cm also interact with the atomic electrons of the target and remove
hem from inner shefls (such as the K-sheli). This places the atom in an excited state.
Consequently, an electron from a higher energy level wiii move d o m in energy and fill
the empty level in the K-sheli. The energy difference between the two States is emitted

as electromagnetic waves, yielding an X-ray photon.

In a medicai X-ray source, the electron source and target material form the cathode
and anode, respectively, of a vacuum tube [57,54]. The electrons emitted by the cathode

are accelerated in a high electric field towards the anode, causing X-ray emissions. The
generated X-rays have a wide energy distribution; various factors determine this distribution, e.g., tube voltage, tube current, and the target material. The shape of the spectrum

X-ray Energy (keV)
Figure 5.2: X-ray spectrum at a distance of 39 cm for tungsten target
generated by XRAYLIB from University of Western Ontario; the tube
current is 25 mAs.
is primarily determined by the target material, which for radiology applications is often tungsten [54]. The tube voltage defines the peak potential difference between the
electrodes (expressed using the symbol kVp) and mainly determines the maximum energy of the X-ray photons. The tube current specifies the current between the electrodes
(expressed using mAs) and predomhantly controls the intensity of the X-ray bearn.
The simulated X-ray spectra generated from a tungsten target (General Electric tube)

for different tube potentials are shown in Fig. 5.2. This spectmm is produced using the
XRAYLIB software compiled by University of Western Ontario. London, Ontario [58,
591. As the tube potentiai is increased, the maximum photon energy is also increased;

however, the overaii shape of the spectnim remains approximately the same.

c
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Interactions of X-ray Photons with Matter

In this section, various mechanisms of interaction between incoming X-ray photons and
matter are studied. In generai, the incoming X-ray photon may interact with matter in

one of three ways depending on its energy:
Photoelectric effect
Compton interaction

- Rayleigh scattenng
- Thomson scattering (classic limit)
Pair production.

In pair production effect, the incoming photon loses its energy by creation of an
electron-positron pair. Based on the energy conservation law, the minimum photon
energy required for this interaction is 2m,,where m, is the rest mass of the electron
(e0.511 MeV).In ail of Our experiments, the energy range of X-ray photons is much
less than the required threshold energy for observing electron-positron pairs.

In Compton interactions, an X-ray photon interacts with an electron and transfers part
of its energy to that electron. Due to this transfer of energy, the wavelength of the photon is changed. Related to Compton scattering are the classicai Thomson and Rayleigh
scattering events. In Thomson scattering, a photon is scattered by a free electron in the
classic limit (t « 1).On the other hand, with Rayleigh scattering, the photon is coherentiy scattered by aii the electrons of an atom. In both of these processes, no energy is
transferred to the bulk material. Although a Compton interaction has a finite probabiiity
of occurring at low energies. this probabiiity peaks in the range of a few hundred keV to
a few MeV.

c
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Vacuum
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Figure 5.3: Photoelectric interaction between X-ray photon and atom.

The photoelectnc effect is the dominant interaction at the low energy range (up to a
few hundred keV). In this interaction, a photon transfers its energy to a bound electron
and excites the electron to the vacuum level (Fig. 5.3).

From conservation of energy,

where hv is the photon energy, Ebind and T are the binding energy and final kinetic
energy of the electron, respectively. The generated free electron, referred to as the photoelectron, can travel tbrough matter and interact with other electrons. For sufficient initial
kinetic energies, it can also ionize other atoms.
The ejection of photoelectrons fiom an atom is not an isotropie process, peaking

around a particular direction. This direction is primarily detemhed by the energy of
the incoming photons. For the energy range of interest (10 keV < E < 100 keV), the

most probable emission direction makes an angle a with the incoming electrons. Here o:
ranges fiom ?O0 to 50" [a].

As with other nuclear interactions, the probability of a photoelectric interaction can

be studied using the concept of an interaction cross-section. Here the photoelectric cross-

section depends not only on the target material, but aiso on the energy of incoming photons. This dependence can be expressed empirically by the following approximate relation [54],
aphotoa

z~E-',

where Z is the atomic number, and E is the energy of X-ray photon. However, the
accuracy of relation (5.2) degrades at energy ranges close to the K-shell, which are of
interest here. Based on the photoelectric cross-section, we can define a mean free path
for photons as
A, =

A,

'

(5.3)

~ N a o p ~ o ( ~ . ~ . p )

where A, is the atomic weight, Na is the Avogadro's number (= 6.02217 x 10U mol-'),
and p is the density. The attenuation of photon intensity can then be shown to be

where I, is the X-ray intensity after traveiing through a thickness x of the target, and 1,
is the initial intensity of X-ray photons. Often, obtaining an analytical relation for the

mean frre path of X-ray photons either results in compiicated and inaccurate relations, or
it is not possible at all. Therefore, tabulated values of mean free path from experimental

observations are used.

These values reveal that the photoeiectric absorption reaches its maximum at energies
close to the K or L sheli energies of the absorbing matenal and that it f a s off for higher
energies.

5.3 Transmission of Photoelectrons
In the proposed cietection scheme, the ejection of photoelectrons and further multiplication in the a-Si:H layer are the key steps in the transduction process. Therefore, the per-

formance and efficiency of these detecton are influenced by the transmission of photoelectrons through the metal layer and by interactions in the a-Si:H layer. The mechanism
by which photoelectrons lose their energy and are absorbed in the matenal depends on
the initial kinetic energy of the photoelectrons. During transmission through the target

material, the photoelectrons experience various collisions with the other electrons and
atoms. Often these interactions are classified into elastic and inelastic collisions [61].
During an elastic collision. a photoelectron experiences a deviation from its original direction without losing its energy. However, in an inelastic interaction, the photoelectron
transfers some of its kinetic energy to other electrons. or loses energy by radiation.
Some of the possible inelastic collisions can be classified as processes that
0

generate X-rays, e.g., Bremsstrahlung

O

generate secondary electrons, e.g., collision loss with inner shell electrons. and
excitation of the outer shell electrons

O

result in collective interaction with many atorns, e.g., plasmons, and phonons.

Bremsstrahlung
Radiative loss of energy wili occur for a i l electrons that interact with matter. One way
of explainhg this effect is to use the classicai picture of electromagnetic radiation by an
accelerated charge. In the low energy range, this energy loss mechanîsm is responsible
for ody a small percentage of the electron energy loss, socaiied soft Bremsstrahlung
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radiation. However, this mechanisrn becomes dominant for electron energies above, ap

800 MeV
2 1.2
m i c a l threshold energies are in the range of a few MeV,so this interaction has a minor
EB =

+

effect on the energy range that is of interest in this research.

Collision Losses

In the energy range of 100 keV > T > 10 keV, the interaction of photoelectrons with
inner shell electrons is the predominant collision mechanism. Photoelectronscan remove
atomic electrons from the inner shells, such as the K, L, and M shelis. This causes
ionization of the target atoms and generation of secondary electrons. In this energy range,
various models have been proposed to explain the variation of the inner shell ionization
collision cross section with different parameters, including the incoming electron energy
[63,64,65,66,67,68]. Moller's cross section is the most widely w d mode1 which for
the differential cross section yieids

where r, is the classic electron radius (2.8179 x IO-" n),rn2 is the electron rest
mas, p is the velocity of the incident electron âivided by the speed of light, P is the
energy &ansfer to the medium, and r is the ratio of the kinetic energy of the incident
electron to its rest energy (T = Tfmc').Relation (5.6) is based on the assumption that
the energy transferred is larger than the binding energy of the electron. The vaiidity of

this assumption weakens at low energies (200 eV

<T

É

5 keV), where the binding

energy is comparable to the initiai kinetic energy. Despite the weaith of knowledge in
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the high energy range, the interaction mechanisms in the low energy range are still the
subject of discussions 165, 661. However, in the lack of a widely accepted model, the
Moiier cross section c m still be used as an approximation.
Another useful parameter is the stopping power (S),which describes the energy loss
of electrons while traveling in a matenal as

s=--dT

&'

(5.7)

where dT is the incremental energy loss while the electron is traveling an incrementd

distance dx in the matter, and this is based on the continuous slowing down approximation (csda). The energy loss is primarily achieved through inelastic collisions; therefore,

From (5.8) and (5.6), the stopping power for impact ionization is given by

with

where 1, is the mean excitation energy, and 6 is the density-effect correction [62,68].
Since the photo-generated electrons on average have a kinetic energy in the range of
a few keV, relation (5.9) can provide a good approximation for the energy toss in the
metal. Using the stopping power (5.7), a thickness (referred to as the range, &)can be
defined in which the incoming electron completely loses its kinetic energy and stops, so

where T,defines the initial electron kinetic energy. Unfortunately, relation (5.9) does aot
lead to a closed form expression for the range of electrons. However, ushg a dinerent
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Energy (keV)
Figure 5.4: Range of electrons in bulk Mo as a function of their kinetic
energy. Solid Iine indicates the fit using relation (5.12) and symbols
denote values from ICRU report 37.
approach, Kanaya et. al. have suggested [63],

where A, is a fitting parameter (suggested value of

0.182). and

where a~ is the Bohr radius of hydrogen atom (5.292 x IO-'

cm).Figure 5.4 illustrates

the fit between the range obtained from (5.12) and the tabulated values published by
International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (KRU) 1641. The fit
yields A,

= 0.1532.

b a y a ' s theory also yields a closed forrn relation for the mean free path, where the
intensity of the incorning electrons diminishes to l/e of its initial value, as
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Another source of energy loss is due to collisions of photoelectrons with the outer
shell electrons of the target material, such as valence band electrons. This is a major

energy loss mechanism for low energy electrons (T < 200 eV), by which the initial
photoelectron energy is finaliy transfemd into creation of e-h pairs inside a-Si:H. Given
the lack of an anaiytical model, empiricai values are the only sources of information
about the average energy that is expended towards creation of an e-h pair.

Phonon and Plasmon Excitations
Photoelectrons can also lose their energies by interaction with phonons. However, a
phonon vibration causes oniy a very small energy loss of < 1eV; therefore, it is assumed

to be negligible in this study.
In the energy range of 50 eV < T < 1keV, the photoelectrons can also interact with

a gas of free electrons, and excite electron oscillations known as plasmons [69,70].In
reality, these electrons are loosely bound to the atoms but, since their binding energy is
much smdler than the incoming electron energy, they can be approximated as a gas of
free electrons [7 1,72,73]. The cross-section of electrons in this range can be shown to

be [69]

where

is the cut off angle, AT is the energy loss (= 10 - 15 eV),and BE is given by

The mean frre path can be shown to be [74],
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where R, = 13.6 eV is the Rydberg constant, and T , is the average electron distance.
Since the energy loss by this mechanism is small compared to the energy losses that
electrons suffer from impact ionization, the contribution of this mechanism is considered
negligible for this study.

5.4

An Approximate Model

The detector quantum yield (the ratio between measured number of electrons to the incoming X-ray photons) cm be further studied by arranging the detector transduction
process into various stages of conversion (Fig. 5.5). Thus, the overall performance of the
detector (G) for a mono-energetic X-ray barn can be shown in terms of the efficiencies
of different stages as,

G = ~ ( C T X+ 4

(5.18)

where q is the photoelectron generation efficiency, C is the ejection efficiency of the photoelectrons. 7 is the e-h generation efficiency in the a-Si:H by the ejected photoelectrons,

x is the e-h separation efficiency in a-Si:H, and rc is the contribution to the thermionic
emission caused by photoelectrons absorbed in the Mo layer. Relation (5.18) is particularly important in order to examine the impact of diffennt parameten on the detector
performance.

Photoeiectron Generation
The photoelectrîc absorption of X-ray photons in the Mo layer is the first stage, and for

every photon absorbed, an energetic electron is released. The photoelectron generation
efficiency (r)) can be determined nom [6Z1,
(S. 19)
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x-rays
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1

photoelectrons generation

Scattering and energy
loss in Mo layer

4
Excitation of metal
outer shell electrons

Ejection from metal

+
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Energy loss and generation
of e-h in aSi:H layer
I

.I

Separation of

I

Signal

I

Figure 5.5: Schematic representation of the transduction process with

Mo/a-Si:H Schottky diodes; greek symbols refer to the efficiency of
each process.

where l / A p is the energy-dependent photoelectric attenuation coefficient, z is the thickness of the nIm,nd, is the number of absorbai X-ray photons, and n,is the number
of X-ray photons impinging on the surface of the detector. For this study, the values
of photoelectric attenuation coefficient for bulk molybdenum are used, as provided by

X R A '1581. These values, related to atomic stnicture, are expected to be similar in
thin films.

The initial photoelectron kinetic energy, as shown previously in relation (5.1) is given
by.

T = h~ - Ebind.

(5.20)

Photons with energies less than Ebinddo not interact with atomic electrons. Hence,
the EW

in relation (5.20) is determined by the energy of the X-ray photon, from the

possible values of EK = 19.97 keV and EL = 2.87 keV, for molybdenum.
After ejection from the atom, most of the photoelectrons travel towards the a-Si:H
along a path which makes an angle a with the original X-ray direction. For this study, an
average value of 60" is assumed.

Photoelectron mission
Not al1 the energetic photoelectrons reach the a-Si:H layer, some of them undergo various
inelastic scattering events and lose their energies to the metai film. The distance that
photoelectrons travel before behg scattered is given by the mean free scattering path

(A), and it depends on the kinetic energy of the electrons. In this study, it is assumed
that the dominant energy loss mechanism is the inner sheii impact ionization process,
and relation (5.14) has been used to obtain approximate values for the mean free path.

Hence the number of photoelectrons escaphg nom the metal film c m be approximated

where ne is the number of photoelectrons reaching the a-Si:H, ne, is the initial number of
photoelectrons. and y is the distance that photoelectrons travel. Since the photoelecvic
absorption occurs in a thin layer of Mo, the X-ray intensity can be assumed approximately constant through out the Mo thin film (see for example Section 10.9 in [75]),
leading to a uniforni distribution of generated photoelectrons. Thetefore, the photoelectrons travel different distances to reach the a-Si:H layer (Fig.5.6). The ejection efficiency

(C) can be found by summing contributions from different parts of the Mo layer,

where t M 0 is the thickness of the Mo iayer. In relation (5.22), it is assumed that the
number of photoelectrons in a strip of thickness dx is given by,
%-tut
dn = dz,
MO

(5.23)

where ne-bt is the total number of generated photoelectrons, which is approximately
equal to the total number of absorbed photons. Integration of (5.22) yields,

Electron Hole Pair Generation Efficiency
M e r ejection from the Mo layer, the energetic photoelectrons encounter various scattering events and lose their energies inside the a-Si:H nIm. It is assumed that the impact

ionization with inner sheii electrons causes the major energy loss for photoelectrons in
a-Si:H, as weii. From b a y a ' s relation, the electron energy in the a-Si:H, d e r traveling

Figure 5.6: Transport of photoelectrons before ejection from Mo layer.
a distance x , can be estimated from

where Rsi is the energy dependent range of photoelectrons defined by the totai distance
that electrons travel before king completely stopped, and Tsi is the initial kinetic energy
of the electrons when they reach the a-Si:H film. Thus, the energy loss of photwiectrons
can be approximated as
in the a-Si:H nIm (ATsi)

when ts; is the thickness of the a-Si:& Part of the deposited energy is transferred to
excite electrons nom valence to conduction bands in the a-Si:H to generate multiple eh pairs. Ofien the efficiency for converthg the deposited energy to e-h pair creation

is expressed by an empirical factor known as the W factor, which refiects the average
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energy that a photoelectron loses to generate one e-h pair. Thus, the generation efficiency
can be shown as.

For thicknesses greater than the projected range (ta > Rsi cos(cr)), the 7 reduces to

where most of the ejected photoelectrons stop in a-Si:H layer.

For the fabricated a-Si:H films, a W factor of 3.7 eV generates the best fit to the
experimental data This is comparable to 3.68 eV for crystailine silicon [Il.

Separation Efficiency
After the generation, the effective separation of the e-h pairs is crucial, owing to the
small diffusion length in a-Si:H. Hence. it can be assumed that the main contribution
to the signal is raised from e-h pairs generated inside the depletion region. where the
electnc field enhances the separation of the pairs. Considering this effect, the separation
efficiency can be approximated by

where w is the depletion width.
Relation (5.29) is based on the assumption that the generated charge does not disturb
the electric field inside the depletion region. It is also assumed that the net bias across

the Schonky diode rernains constant. The accuracy of this mode1 degrades as the number

of generated electron hole pairs increases since this alters the electrîc field inside the depletion region. Here, a complete numerical solution of Poisson's equation and continuity
relation are required, which is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Thermal Emission
In addition to the ejected photoelectrons, the photoelectrons absorbed in the Mo layer
also contribute to the signal. The energy that these photoelecîrons lose in the Mo (AT-)

cm be shown as
(5.30)
where T is the initial kinetic energy of electrons (5.20). Part of the energy lost by these
photwlectrons is then transferred to excite the outer sheli electrons of the metal. If the
excited electrons acquire energies comparable to the barrier height (R 0.77 eV), they
c m take part in the thermionic emission over the barrier. However, only those electrons
within the carnier-carrier scattering length of the Mo/a-Si interface can contribute to the
cumnt. Hence, the efficiency for the thermionic emission over the bamer can be shown

where u is the average energy that photoelectrons spend to excite an electron to a state
above the barrier height (z1eV assumed), and a defines the average distance that elec-

trons travel before king scattered. Although, the scattering length for metals cm be as

high as 1 pm [7q,a thickness in the range of 80 nm is found to produce the best fit to
the experirnental results. The smailer carrier-carrier scattering length can be explained
by considering the larger density of structural defects and interface effects.

Summary of 'Ltansduction Efficiencies
A summary of the various transduction processes dong with their typicai numerical val-

ues are given in Table 5.1. These values are caiculated for a monoenergetic X-ray beam
of 20 keV. This is comparable to the average energy of a medicai X-ray source of
40 kVp.
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Governing equation and
parameter values
Wied Cumulative Typical Cumulative
I

x

(5.29) w

K

(5.31)

~i 0.3 pm.

=

t ~ ,0.4 pm

T c 17.5 keV, C

0.5

0.8

76.8

O .8

118

2000

143

2150

220

Table 5.1: A summary of various transduction efficiencies, their

goveming-equation numben. and typical values for Mo and W. The
cumulative values represent the accumulated gain in each stage of the
transduction process.

Since a medical X-ray source generates a broad spectmm of X-ray energies, the overaii

performance cm only be found by numerical summation of the efficiencies over the
entire range of X-ray energies obtained from XRAYLIB. This is achieved by dividing
the spectrurn into narrow energy ranges, where it is assumed that the energy is constant

at Ei (as shown in Fig. 5.2).

Heating
Part of the absorbed X-ray energy can dso be transferred to heat and can thereby cause a

temperature increase. This upper bound for increase in temperature can be estimated by

assuming that the absorbed energy in the metal film is entkly transferred to heat, so

where nd,,i is the number of X-ray photons absorbed from the ith energy interval, Ei
is the energy of ?h interval, and Q is the heat absorbed in Mo layer. The temperature
increase (AB) can be s h o w as,

where PM. is the density of Mo (= 10.2 g/cm3), CM, is the specific heat of Mo (=
0.25 Jg-' Km'),and V+el is the volume of a pixel (= 200 x 200 x 0.5 pn3 = 2 x
iOw8 cm3).

This temperature difference can introduce an increase in the reverse current given by,

where drfis the effective barrier height, A l is the variation in the reverse current, and

I is the reverse current.
From XRAYLIB, a maximum energy of 4.9 x IO-'

J is found to be absorbed in the

Mo film of a pixei (= 200 x 200 x 0.5pm3) at 40 kVp, 25 mAs, and 39 cm for 500 ms
exposure; this yields a temperature increase of 0.01 K. Assuming room temperature,
and a barrier height of 0.77 eV in (5.34), yields a change in reverse current, and hence in

measured voltage, of 0.1%. This îs significantly lower than the experimentd change in
voltage of = 14%.
Other sources of temperature variations can be overcorne by caübration prier to X-ray
exposure.
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5.5

Measurement Setup

The sensitivity measurements of the fabricated detectors have been performec
medical X-ray source at the Robarts Research Institute, University of Western

In addition to these studies, elementary characterization has been performec
scientific source at the University of Waterloo.
The read-out scheme was based on sensing the accumulated charge a10
capacitor, illustrated in Fig. 5.7. The Schottky diode was biased using a Keithle
Measure Unit (SMU) mode1 236 with a voltage nsolution of 10 pV. The load (
was a high quality polyester type, with a value of 150 pF

f2%. The voltage a

load capacitor was buffered by an OP-80operation amplifier from Analog Devi
a low input current (a0.2 PA). Subsequently, the voltage was measured by a

200 1 Digital Multi-meter, with a resolution of 10 pV in the fast integration m(
data acquisition was performed by a PC, which also controlled the SMU.
The bias on the Schottky diode was altematively switched between rem

(800 ms Q - 2 V) and zero bias (1 - 2 a), owing to the delay of the PC. In
bias period, the load capacitor was reset by the Schottlq diode, which is forwai
during this period. This scheme was adopted since the other scheme of resetting
capacitor causes a dissipation of charge through the leakage cumnt, hence d e p p
signal. The pulse height was chosen to be -2 V in order to avoid metastabiliintrinsic to a-Si:H Schottky diodes (see Section 3.4). The pulse width was deteiu
considenng the characteristics presented in Fig. 5.8. Although very long pulse:

faster stabilization of the S c h o t e diodes, the voltage increase across the load c
causes degradation in the charge separation efficiency.

The choseo magnitude of the load capacitor was based on a trade-off between
resolution and maintainhg the reverse bias on the Schottky diode. A small c4

Figure 5.7: Schematic diagram of the setup used for X-ray measurements.
pennitted a very accurate sensing of charge; however, the voltage along the Schottky
quickly decreased to zero, hence degrading the charge separation. Although a large
capacitor could sustain the voltage along the Schonky diode for a longer period of time,

this undermines the sensitivity of the measurement.
With a reverse bias on the Schottky diode, the X-ray source was tumed on. Prior
to X-ray experiment, sufficient tune was given for the Schottky diode reverse cunent to
s t a b i h . The larger reverse current obtained by presence of X-rays has accumulated on
the load capacitor (Fig. 5.9). The X-ray exposure period (500 ms) was always shorter
ihan the reverse bias period.

Since the secondary X-ray radiation from the standard IC packages cm disturb the

accuracy of the measurements, a new packaging scheme was developed. In this method
the dice was attached directly to a speciaiiy designed PC board (Fig. 5.10). Another

Cycle No.
Figure 5.8: The time-dependent variation of the reverse current with
number of pulse cycles in Mo/a-Si:H Schonky diodes, for different
pulse durations indicated in graph. The pulse was altemativeiy switched
in equal intemals between -2,0, +2

V.

Figure 5.9: Typical voltage response measured with an osciUoscope
across a 150 pF load capacitor for 500 ms of X-ray exposure, with

X-ray source at 90 kVp and 25 mAs.

advantage of this scheme was the reliable CO-assemblyof the diode with read out electronics. This is particularly important for the measurement accuracy, in view of the small
size of signals involved.
The sensing element and read out electronics were housed in a specidy designed
shielding box. This shielding is essential not only to prevent electromagnetic interferences degrading the signal. but also to shield the read out electronics from direct x-ray
exposures (Fig. 5.1 1).

Typical X-ray measurement results of a ( 2 0 0 p ~ Mo/a-Si:H
)~
Schottîy diode operated
at 2 V reverse bias are iliustrated in Fig. 5.12. These c o n h the linear response of the

detector to the number of absorbed photons, obtained from XRAYLIB. Similar studies
on the detector using various X-ray source cunents with a constant X-ray source voltage
aiso venfied the linear response with the number of absorbed photons. The efficiency
of the detector, which is shown in Fig 5.13. particularly improves at low X-ray voltages

(e40 - 60 kVp).
Figure 5.14 illustrates the impact of the Mo thickness on the performance of the
detector. At low thicknesses, the performance is limited by the absorption of X-ray
photons hside Mo layer. An increase in the thichess of Mo leads to an increase in the

number of absorbed photons, hence the output signal. However, beyond an optimum
thickness, the number of electrons reaching a-Si:H depletion region is limited by the
scattering and absorption inside the Mo nIm- For the X-ray source voltage of 60 kVp, it
is found that a thickness of Mo around = 500 n m yields the optimum performance. At
higher energies. this optimum thickness moves to thicker films.

Figure S. 10: Virious packaging designs used in characterization: initial
glas holder design (top), improved glass holder with protective copper
iines (rniddie), and the pc-board (bottom).

Figure S. 11: Various metal shield enclosws used in characterization:

initial Iead box (top). thin copper box (middie). and thick copper cage
@nom).
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0
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X-ray Source Voltage (kVp)

Figure 5.12: Response of detector for various X-ray source voltages
(kVp), collected over a period of 500 ms.

0

Measured

- Simulation

X-ray Source Voltage (kVp)
Figure 5.13: Response of detector for various X-ray source voltages
(kVp) nomalized to the number of incoming photons, collected over a

period of 500 ms and 25 mAs.
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Figure 5.14: Viuiation of detector response with thickness of Mo layer,
taken at 60 kVp and 25 mAs. The extrinsic quantum yield is defined

as the ratio between numbers of meastireci electrons and the incoming
X-ray photons.
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Figure 5.16: Measured number of electrons for various reverse voltages,
at 60 kVp and 25 mAs.
operating X-ray detectors at different biases. Fig. 5.16 iliustrates the variation of number
of coliected electrons with the applied bias. At low voltages, the signal increases with
the square root of the applied reverse bias. Here, the depletion width expands and the
generated e-h pairs are separated more effectively by the electric field inside the depletion
region. The continued increase in signal at higher biases is the result of further increase
the electric field inside the device and the consequent enhancement of charge collection.

The impact of the detector geometry on the performance was also investigated. However, the ciifferences in the separation efficiencies prevent a meaningfùi cornparison between the performance of detectoa with different areas. In such cases, not only does the
depletion capacitance increase with ana, but the leakage cumnt aIso grows with area
leaduig to a lower potential across the detector. Both of these mechanîsms can contribute
to a lower separation efficiency.

The detector characteristics are summarized in Table 5.2 based on s u e s of noise,

Electrical noise

8 x 10' electrons
I

Stability

= IO?electrons

Detector saturation

= 5 x 10' electrons

1 Dynamic Range 11 50 : 1

L

1

Table 5.2: Virious detector characteristics expressed in no. of electrons;

time period 500 ma.
Ieakage, and X-ray sensitivity from previous chapters.

Chapter 6

Conclusion
In this thesis, we demonstrate the feasibility of a novel direct X-ray detection scheme
based on heavy metaYamorphous silicon Schottky diodes for large area X-ray imaging
applications. This approach does not require an extra layer for conversion of X-rays to
visible light, or a thick layer of selenium.

The effects of deposition conditions, matenal properties, and interface properties
have been studied to detennine the material most suitable for detector fabrication. We

chose Mo as the Schottky metal since it has full compatibility with the standard thin film

transistor fabrication process, high temperature stability, low mechanical stress, and a
smooth interface.

In t e m of electrical stability, it has been determined that the operation of the detector
at low biases yields the minimum the-dependence of the reverse curent. At medium
biases, the time-dependent variations of the reverse cumnt are noticeably larger, and

maidy onginate from variations of the Schottky energy barrier. Therefore fiom stabiiîty
standpoint, the use of metais which yield a higher Schottky barrier is desirable.
At low fquencies, the electrical noise is found to decrease with reverse current;

CHAPîER 6. CONCLUSION

therefore, low voltage operation is also desirable for noise reduction. Moreover, it is
found that the noise current PSD decreases with increasing detector area However, this
c m potentially degrade the spatial resolution in large area applications.

The optimum Mo thickness is determined largely by the energy of X-rays. For low
energies, the optimum value is about 500 n m , and thicker films are required at higher
energies. In temu of a-Si:H thickness, it is found that a film with thickness of

1pm

produces the optimum performance. The optimum bias conditions are based on a cornpromise between stability, noise, leakage current, and signal. Although, a low bias results
in stable characteristics, low noise, and low leakage current, it yields lower charge collec-

tion efficiency. At higher bises, the charge collection improves, but the stability, noise,
and leakage current degrade. Employing other metals (e.g., W), would yield a larger

barrier height with a-Si:H, thus allowing higher voltage operation to enhance charge collection. A larger barrier height would also result a wider depletion region and reduction
in the density of trapped charges which yields stability improvements in the detector.
This requires further work on deposition conditions, and in particular, on reduction of
intemal stress in deposited films.

Appendix A

Optical Absorption
The optical measunmenu have k e n performed using the setup shown in Fig. A. 1.

The transmission intensity was first measured with a glas substrate, and then with the
glass substrate and the thin layer of a-Si:H. The difference between these two measurements is proportional to the absorption in the film. However, this needs to be corrected
to account for the reflectance occurring at the interfaces between the a-Si:H fildair, and
a-Si:Wglass.

= L(l - Lej) exp(-~Optd)*

(A4

Here, 1 is the transmitted intensity, Io is the transmitted intensity without the fiIrn,

Z& is the reflected fraction. a is the optical absorption of the film, and d is the thickness
of the film. For this configuration, the reflection cm be shown by [76],

where

Sarnple Film
Glass Substrate
Photodiode

Light Source

Monochromator

Figure A. 1: The schematic of the opticai setup used to measure the absorption coefficient
of a-Si:H.

where nl,n2,and n3 are the refractive index of air, a-Si:& and glass, respectively, and X
is the wavelength. Using nl = 1.0, n2 = 3.4 (221, n3 = 1.544 (Coming data sheet), and
A = 600 n m yields Imf = 0.21. Incorporating this into the measurement results gives
the dependence shown in Fig. A.2, which gives an opticai band gap of 1.82 eV. This is

in agreement with the values reported in ref. (22,771.

APPENDIX A. OPTICAL ABSORPTION

Figure A.2: The Urbach's plot for intrinsic a-Si:H.

Appendix B

Wafer Cleaning
Al1 semiconductor wafers are subject to an initial cleaning in hot organic solvents to
rernove the residuai impurities. The cleaning procedure used in this research for preparation of glas substrates are listed in Table B.1. This constitutes the first of two process
steps known as RCA clean [78].

r

Step Solution

Tme (min) Temp. (C)

1

N H 4 0 H : H2O2:
H201: 1 : 5

15

80"

2

H20

5

Room

3

&O

15

80"

4

PAvapor

15

C

60°

- 80°

Table B.1: Rocess steps used for initial cleaning of the glas wafers.
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